Schema Board Subcommittees

**Active Subcommittees**

- voPerson subcommittee
  - Formed by the Schema Board at the 17 May 2019 meeting

**Proposed Subcommittees**

- SCIM Extensions subcommittee (proposed)
  - Proposed by Peter Gietz 28 April 2020

**Closed Subcommittees**

- eduPersonAffiliation subcommittee
  - Proposed by the Schema Board at the 12 March 2020 meeting
  - Closed by the Schema Board at the request of the subcommittee at the 8 October 2020 meeting

- eduPerson Analytics Code subcommittee
  - Approved by e-vote of the Schema Board on 3 August 2020
  - Concluded with the approval of the eduPersonAnalyticsTag

- Pronouns subcommittee
  - Proposed at ACAMP 06 Oct 2021;
  - Approved by the Schema Board at the Schema Editorial Board Notes, 15 November 2021 meeting
  - Concluded with the approval of the eduPersonDisplayPronouns attribute

---

**Terms Defining SubCommittees**

From the Schema Board Terms of Reference:

The Board may establish sub-committees including for the purpose of, but not limited to, delegated management of a particular schema or topic. The Board may dissolve a sub-committee that has become dormant or when the consensus of the Board is that the sub-committee no longer meets its designated purpose. Upon dissolution the responsibility for the sub-committee's designated schema or topic reverts to the Board.